Monitoring patient-specific respiratory mechanics can be used to guide mechanical ventilation (MV) therapy in critically ill patients. However, many patients can exhibit spontaneous breathing (SB) efforts during ventilator supported breaths, altering airway pressure waveforms and hindering model-based (or other) identification of the true, underlying respiratory mechanics necessary to guide MV. This study aims to accurately assess respiratory mechanics for breathing cycles masked by SB efforts.
Respiratory mechanics assessment for reverse-triggered breathing cycles using pressure reconstruction 
Introduction
Model-based methods to monitor respiratory mechanics for mechanical ventilation (MV) patients can assist clinicians to guide MV treatment [1] [2] [3] [4] . However, true respiratory mechanics can be masked by spontaneous breathing (SB) efforts and cannot be estimated in these cases without the use of invasive measuring equipment or clinical protocols [5] [6] [7] . Since SB efforts can be common, the application of respiratory mechanics to guide MV remains limited [6] .
Akoumianaki et al. [8] described a phenomenon where SB during volume controlled ventilation masks the true, measurable, respiratory system mechanics. This phenomenon is referred to as ventilator-induced reverse-triggering of patient muscular breathing efforts. An example of the pressure waveform from a reverse-triggered breath is shown in Fig. 1 . The reverse-triggering or patient effort creates anomalies in the patient airway pressure waveform, resulting in potential mis-identification of underlying respiratory mechanics if using simple models [6, 9] . Specifically, patient effort reduces the net airway pressure for a given volume and leads to a lower calculated respiratory elastance due to the effective negative elastance component resulting from the patient's inspiratory effort [10] . Hence, the identified parameters do not represent the true underlying mechanics, as the patient-specific, variable inspiratory effort input was not accounted for in the model.
In addition, the level of SB effort can be highly variable. While none may occur in any given breath, other subsequent breaths may be heavily or only lightly affected, as shown in Fig. 1 . Currently, modelling this input for real-time, breath-to-breath application is not possible, and direct measurements for later use, as with NAVA [11, 12] for example, are additionally invasive and costly and thus infeasible. Hence, there is a need to more easily mitigate these effects with a cost effective method without inducing further stress to patients. This study presents a simple model-based method capable of improving the consistency of identified respiratory mechanics in real-time. A pressure waveform reconstruction method was used to generate surrogates of SB 'unaffected' breathing cycles, to identify the 'true' underlying respiratory mechanics. In essence, this method seeks to recreate the pressure waveform obscured by SB. These 'unaffected' pressure waveforms can be used to estimate the patient-specific underlying respiratory mechanics in real-time, which can be used to guide MV therapy [10, 13, 14] .
Method

Respiratory system mechanics model
Respiratory mechanics can be used to characterise patientspecific condition and response to treatment, and are conventionally estimated using a single-compartment linear lung model [9, 15] .
P aw is the airway pressure, E rs is the respiratory system elastance, V is the lung volume, R rs is the respiratory system resistance, Q is the airway flow, and P0 is the offset pressure or positive end expiratory pressure (PEEP) if there is little or no intrinsic PEEP. Using easily measured inspiratory airway pressure and flow data, E rs and R rs can be estimated using linear regression [2, 4, 9] .
Pressure reconstruction method
This method utilises a simple algorithm that superimposes consecutive breath waveforms, pooling breath data together. Despite the effect of SB efforts or reverse-triggering, each breathing cycle contains variable regions unaffected by SB, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . Pooling by superimposing multiple breathing cycles can thus extend the region of 'unaffected' data, reduce noise effects and improve confidence in the unaffected data. A measurable portion of a seemingly unaffected breathing cycle can be reconstructed by overlaying affected pressure curves and taking the maximum or peak values.
It is important to note that it may not be possible to reconstruct a full, unaffected waveform as with the example shown in Fig. 2 . Incomplete pressure reconstruction is due to the variability of SB magnitude and timing and the number of breaths used. Previous work has reported five breaths to be an optimal balance between efficacy and effort [16] . It is thus important to correctly identify the unaffected pressure waveform region. A Hamming windowed lowpass filter enables the identification of the point where the pressure gradient first becomes negative (Points A and AA of Fig. 2 ). After Point A, the pressure waveform data is assumed to be compromised by patient induced SB unless reconstruction can prove otherwise. Fig. 2 illustrates how pooling three breaths can build confidence in the initial region of inspiration and can lengthen O-A thus qualifying more data points to be considered during regression.
The reconstructed pressure waveform is also inspected for gradient sign changes to determine the unaffected region. A typical non-SB pressure waveform ( Fig. 1(a) ) is expected to have one change in gradient sign (positive-negative) during inspiration. If the reconstructed pressure waveform has more than one change in slope (positive-negative-positive [-negative]) as in Fig. 1(b) , the reconstruction is classified as incomplete, as it still resembles a SB affected breath, and the point at the first sign change (Fig. 2 , point AA), is the last point unaffected by SB. Data from 0.1 s past the beginning of inspiration (Fig. 2 , point OO) to this point can then be used to identify respiratory mechanics.
Patients and analysis
In this study, respiratory failure data containing SB or reversetriggering from Christchurch Hospital ICU were used to test the performance of the proposed pressure reconstruction algorithm. These patients were ventilated using a Puritan Bennett 840 ventilator (Covidien, Boulder, CO, USA), using Synchronous Intermittent Mandatory Ventilation (SIMV) mode delivering fixed tidal volume (6-8 mL/kg) in ramp flow. The airway pressure and flow data were collected using a bedside airway pressure, flow and respiratory mechanics monitoring tool connected to the ventilator [14] . The primary cause of respiratory failure of the patients are shown in Table 1 . The collection and use of this data is approved by the New Zealand Southern Region Ethics Committee. Written informed consent was obtained from each patient.
In the data collection trial, respiratory failure patients in the ICU are subjected to stepwise recruitment manoeuvres (RMs) early in their ventilation to recruit collapsed lung volume. A key symptom of respiratory failure is non-aerated parenchyma, any improvement can facilitate oxygen perfusion to the blood, promoting oxygenation and outcomes [17] . Prior to a RM, patients are given muscle relaxants to suppress any SB effort and allow the patient's lung to adapt to the changes in MV PEEP settings, per clinical standard [17] [18] [19] . Airway pressure and flow data was collected, starting before muscle paralysis and continuing for 3 h after the RM, as illustrated in Fig. 3 .
To test the performance of the proposed pressure reconstruction algorithm, two regions (A and B in Fig. 3 ) of pressure and flow data were considered for each RM. Specifically, Region A was before the RM where patient-specific SB effort or reverse-triggering was initially prevalent but subsequently diminished with the administration of muscle relaxants per local clinical protocol. Region B included 3 h after the RM, during which time paralysing agents were metabolised, their effect weakened, and patient-specific SB efforts may reappear.
Varying SB efforts causes an increase in breath-to-breath variability of identified respiratory elastance. Conventional identification, by applying the single-compartment model over the entire inspiratory waveforms, regardless of the magnitude of SB, is thus expected to perform poorly during SB, but perform well during muscle paralysis. The pressure reconstruction method should match the conventional results during muscle paralysis while improving consistency during SB. Additionally, the pressure reconstruction method should perform consistently regardless of SB severity. Thus, Regions A and B will provide a platform to compare the performance of pressure reconstruction by comparing with the patient's 'true' respiratory mechanics estimated conventionally during muscle paralysis unaffected by SB -the patient acts as their own control over one RM.
Analysis
The performance of the pressure reconstruction algorithm is compared with conventional identification without reconstruction. Performance of the pressure reconstruction method is assessed by comparing the variability of identified E rs with and without pressure reconstruction, using a non-parametric coefficient of variation (CV), which is defined as the ratio of the interquartile range [IQR] and the median [12] .
Comparisons within Region A between the two methods preand post-paralysis were made using the Wilcoxon rank-sum (RS) test and the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test, and p < 0.05 is considered significant. The four cases are illustrated by Fig. 4 with the expected result for each case.
Ideally, pressure reconstruction should perform consistently during SB and muscle paralysis (AI is similar to AII, p > 0.05) and during muscle paralysis pressure reconstruction should be comparable to the conventional method (AII similar to BII, p > 0.05). However, since the conventional method is expected to perform poorly during SB we expect it to differ compared to pressure reconstruction (BI is different from AI, p < 0.05) and differ from itself during muscle paralysis (BI is different from BII, p < 0.05).
Results
Region A -before RM
Figs. 5-7 compare E rs estimation using conventional identification and pressure reconstruction in Region A for several cases, RM 1-RM 3. Examples of airway pressure waveforms before and after muscle relaxants administration are also shown in these figures. The median and IQR of the E rs and the corresponding CV before and after administration of muscle relaxants are shown in Tables 2 and 3 .
The RM 3 patient before paralysis exhibits relatively little SB effort. It was observed that the airway pressure waveforms were similar before and during muscle paralysis, as illustrated in Fig. 7 . This patient was likely to have been heavily sedated and paralysed prior to the administration of additional muscle relaxant pre-RM. 
Region B -after RM
Figs. 8-10 illustrate the box plots for the E rs estimated for 3000 breaths (2-3 h) directly after the RM for the 3 RMs of Region A. Each box plot represents groups of 500 consecutive breaths during this time. Region B describes the trend of E rs as the patient metabolises the muscle relaxants and slowly recovers more severe SB efforts.
KS tests applied to the results of conventional identification and pressure reconstruction in each of the six 500 breath regions as well as comparing each subsequent region described that for all three cases, each distribution is different (p < 0.05). 
Discussion
Region A: the effect of muscle relaxants
Prior to muscle relaxant administration, for RMs 1 and 2, the E rs estimated from conventional identification yields non-physiological negative values with large fluctuations (Figs. 5(c) and 6(c) ). These fluctuations are caused by the highly atypical pressure waveforms of Figs. 5 and 6(a). These waveforms do not emulate the typical airway pressure profile described in Fig. 1(a) and thus, the single-compartment model cannot estimate E rs correctly.
When muscle relaxants are administered, the effect on patient SB is almost immediate. The pressure waveforms cease to show any SB effect, illustrated in Fig. 5(b) . The unaltered pressure waveform will allow a good estimation of respiratory mechanics using linear regression [2, 4, 9] . The patient's condition should not otherwise change during transition. Thus, the E rs estimated prior to paralysis should be similar, if not equal, to that estimated post-administration of muscle paralysis. The period from pre-to post-muscle paralysis provides the means of validating the E rs estimated using pressure reconstruction method with the true E rs during paralysis.
In this study, it was found that pressure reconstruction was able to estimate physiological E rs values during the period pre-paralysis similar to E rs post-paralysis, for example, Fig. 5(c) near time (b) illustrates where E rs values from both methods are nearly identical. Table 3 indicates that reductions in E rs variability, as captured by CV, are specific to the patient and the patient's condition. Reductions in CV range from 0.5032 (78%) for RM 1 to 0.2681 (46%), for RM 2 while for RM 3, the CV increased by 0.0346 (18%). Table 2 shows that pressure reconstruction results are much more consistent (smaller IQR and CV) and accurate (matching post-paralysis) estimates of E rs than conventional identification during severe SB.
Some results displayed in Table 2 do not agree with the expected results. Pressure reconstruction applied in RMs 2 and 3 during muscle paralysis causes a small increase in E rs using pressure reconstruction, as shown in Figs. 6(c) and 7(c) . This difference in median E rs yields p < 0.05 for the RS test comparing AII and BII without affecting the shape of the distributions (p > 0.05). This disparity could possibly be due to effects of sedation or muscle paralysis on the chest-wall compliance by affecting the intercostal muscles.
Alternatively, the susceptibility of pressure reconstruction to noise effects by extracting the maximum values of the pooled waveforms, could marginally increase the median estimated E rs .
Compared to RMs 1 and 2, RM 3 ( Fig. 7) described a different response. In this case, conventional identification performed well prior to muscle relaxant administration due to fewer and less severe SB induced reverse triggering. Pressure reconstruction can do little to create a more consistent E rs estimation in this case, since the breaths were not significantly affected. Thus, the quantified effect of pressure reconstruction is poorer, with an increase in CV of 0.0346 (18%). Hence, the pressure reconstruction method fails to yield a more consistent estimation of E rs , and this issue remains a potential limitation of the approach.
When a patient is exhibiting severe SB, such as RMs 1 and 2, the identified E rs by pressure reconstruction is greatly less variable than conventional identification. After paralysis, the variation is small for both methods and pressure reconstruction successfully recreates the median value of E rs for the patient at that time.
Region B: metabolism of muscle relaxants
In contrast to Region A where muscle paralysis takes effect very quickly, assessment of Region B requires a longer time period as the muscle relaxants are metabolised and cleared from the body over hours at a patient-specific rate dependent on the quantity administered and the patient's metabolic rate. As muscle paralysis weakens, if the patient respiratory rate is not synchronised with the ventilator, the effect of the patient's SB efforts increase and eventually rival the initial, before paralysis state.
Figs. 8-10 illustrate the time-varying progression of SB returning, indicated by the decreasing median and increasing IQR of the E rs box plot. The time-varying evolution of E rs is non-linear but the general trend for both methods during RM 1 is a reasonably consistent median as the IQR generally increases. RM 2 differs as the median of E rs decreases while the IQR fluctuates but remains relatively low. RM 3 describes a small increase in IQR likely caused by the lack of severe SB. Visually, pressure reconstruction performs better than, or at minimum similar, to conventional identification as paralysis weakens.
During Region B for RM 2, the patient is breathing erratically and for clinical reasons the ventilator mode is changed several times. The breath duration fluctuates significantly, implying the switch from a full volume-control to an assisted volume-support mode. The sixth region of Fig. 9 illustrates a large, sudden increase in the pressure reconstruction identified E rs caused by the change in ventilation mode and very rapid breathing. Since the mode changed to a support mode in region 6, this portion of data is no longer valid for pressure reconstruction.
Each distinct 500 breath section of Region B using pressure reconstruction is compared to conventional identification of the same section and also compared to its preceding section. In all cases the KS test describes the distribution of each region to be different. Inspection of the time-varying data illustrates both high frequency fluctuations and varying trends. Each region captures estimations of E rs from a distinct portion of time thus yielding p < 0.05. Many complex factors are not included in the above analysis that can contribute to the patient's changes in Ers, far more than simply the metabolism of the muscle relaxants. Some examples of these complex factors include: (1) turning of the patient, which can alter breathing dynamics as well as the measured respiratory mechanics; (2) fluid build-up in the lungs or ventilator endotracheal tubes, which can distort the ventilator recorded pressure and flow data; (3) endotracheal suctioning; and (4) a sudden change of respiratory mechanics due to derecruitment of the lung following the RM which will stiffen the lung and report a higher E rs value.
In cases of severe SB affected breath waveforms, pressure reconstruction can significantly reduce the variation of E rs over 3 h post RM. Similar to Region A, pressure reconstruction improves, or at minimum recreates, the accuracy and consistency of E rs estimations while muscle paralysis is weakening.
Limitations
Patient condition in Table 1 was primarily a function of pneumonia requiring MV. It should be noted that patient-specific disease state does not affect the pressure reconstruction algorithm. The algorithm is suitable for any patient who exhibits spontaneous breathing efforts, and thus is independent of patient-specific condition.
Figs. 5-7 visually depict the improved performance of the reconstruction method, as well as some of its shortcomings. The proposed reconstruction method can overcome underestimations of pressure but is susceptible to unusually high pressure waveforms skewing the entire estimation higher. Pressure reconstruction applied to RM 3, described by Fig. 7 , illustrates many occasions where the identified E rs peaks and falls. These cases are caused by the building effect of pressure reconstruction where the maximum pressure leads to an overestimated E rs . It is thus important to consider noise that may undermine the reconstruction method.
It is important to note that this reconstruction method is currently limited to volume-control modes. Pressure control ventilation has consistent pressure waveforms and thus pressure reconstruction will have no effect. Therefore, reconstruction of SB affected flow profiles will be needed for pressure control ventilation. Flow reconstruction to improve respiratory mechanics estimation warrants further investigation. Some of the recorded reduction in variability could be attributed to the increased median E rs of pressure reconstruction. By definition, as the median increases the CV will decrease. Additionally the method is susceptible to disproportionate improvement by excluding breaths that contain insufficient data points to estimate E rs . These excluded cases will be the 'worst' SB affected breaths and exclusion may result in improved quality of the data and thus an improvement in variability. Exclusion of the most severe breaths occurs 1, 2 and 0 times from the patient data considered and does not contribute significantly to the improvement of reconstruction. Else, superimposing more pressure waveforms to more completely reconstruct the 'true pressure waveform' would exploit the best waveforms for a greater period but would not be ideal for cases of rapidly changing patient condition or ventilation settings such as the changing PEEP during a RM.
Conclusion
Mechanically ventilated patients who exhibit spontaneous breathing efforts during full control ventilator support may alter the airway pressure waveform recorded. This alteration results in under or overestimation of the patient's true E rs . Conventional identification, using a single-compartment model, does not account for these patient efforts and thus an unaffected pressure waveform must be reconstructed for respiratory mechanics estimation. The proposed pressure reconstruction algorithm performs very well compared to conventional identification in cases of severe SB. The algorithm compensates for the presence of SB and successfully reconstructs less-affected pressure waveforms and thus reduces the variability of identified E rs , allowing more accurate E rs estimation that can be used for decision-making support to guide patient-specific MV care.
